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Stephanie Laurens' scandalous fiction is savored by romance addicts around the world who can't

get enough of her dashing rakes and ravishing debutantes. This sultry addition to her New York

Times best-selling Bastion Club series presents an unforgettable tale of rekindled love and

unbridled passion.As betrayal and intrigue swirl around her, Lady Penelope finds herself inexorably

drawn into the strong arms of the man she cannot resist.
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Although I've already read close to 200 romance novels this year (historical, medieval, erotic,

contemporary, paranormal, etc.), this is the first book I've ever had the guts to write my personal

opinion on...Girlfriend (SL) is all that AND the bag of chips! I didn't think she could match the

sensuality of "Devil's Bride", but she dun did it again with her seductive exchange of Charles' and

Penny's pent up sexual desires for each other, which spans 13 years of abstinence for Penny and

maturing into manhood for Charles. Although neither will openly admit loving the other, their

individual exploration of each other's passions, expresses their love not just physically, but blissfully

includes their hearts and souls. Something the two were too inexperienced to understand 13 years

earlier when Penny surrendered her heart and virginity to Charles. Now a grown woman, spinster at

29, and him a bachelor, Earl in need of a wife at 33, Penny offers Charles another personal

"invitation"; one in which she never extended to any other man since her first and only time with him.

By continuously intensifying each kiss and embrace, they are awakened to each other's sensual



growth and ripened maturity that only the nurturing of time and experience could hone; they

welcome their differences as man and woman vs the experimenting adolescents of their past

relationship. Their new relationship gradually develops, which now transcends the physical plane

and drives deeper into their hearts. Penny and Charles are satisfyingly surprised by one another

when they recognize their coupling isn't quite the same as they remembered that afternoon they

tumbled in the barn when they were youths of 16 and 20 years old.
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